
LE COAST SURVEY was first authorized by Congress in 1807 and
began active field surveys in the late 1830s. In 1878 its name was
changed to' Caast and Geadetic Survey, with added functians af
triangulatian and precise leveling far the entire United States. The
survey is naw charged, amang ather duties, with the preparatian
and publicatian af nautical and aeranautical charts far all damestic
territories af the United States, and with numeraus ather functians
pertaining theretO', such as Caast Pilats, Tide Tables, Magnetic
Variatian, etc.

As the aldest mapping agency af the Federal Gavernment, the
Coast and Geadetic Survey has always devated much attentian to
geagraphic names, and has always tried to' attain a high degree af
carrectness in their farm and in their applicatian to' its various
publicatians. In all caastal areas af the United States its early field
surveys, and the nautical charts based there an, usually represent the
initial recarding af names faund an accasianal alder maps ar ascer-
tained to have been in lacal use. The Bureau has always had a
representative an the U. S. Board on Geagraphic Names since its
establishment in 1890; in many earlier years it cantributed as many
as ane-third af the cases af name conflict in which the Board ren-
dered decisians;and it has been secand to' no ather mapping agency
in faithfully applying thase decisians an its charts and maps.

Amang the autstanding accamplishments of the Survey's earlier
years may be cited the work on names of the Pacific Coast by George
Davidsan between 1850 and 1895, embadied in his manumental
Coast Pilat (in final farm in 1889). William Healey Dall and his
assaciate, Marcus Baker, did a like service to' the names in Alaska
between 1871 and 1880, the latter's "Geagraphic Dictionary of
Alaska" being still the "Bible" of Alaskan names existing priar to'
1905. On the east coast, the first caast pilats published by the Survey
in 1875 and 1879 cavered the area between Eastpart, Maine, and
New Yark City. They were campiled by J. S. Bradfard and cantain
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a wealth of information about a coastal area that formerly enjO'yed
the most intensified coastwise navigation of any part of the United
States. In more recent years, the "Geographic Dictionary of the
Virgin Islands of the United States" (by James W. McGuire, 1925)
was a scholarly study of the names in the last territorial acquisition
of this country.

Names are essential to any map intended for general use. Maps
without names may be acceptable for a limited number of purposes
for use by expects or specialists, but to the ordinary user they are
lifeless if they lack the familiar and human touch of names. Hence,
if names are important, it necessarily follO'WSthat they should be as
correct as possible, without purely typographical errors, and in
agreement with the most widely accepted usage. In the case of maps
for a special purpose, such as nautical charts, it is important that
name~ be accurate, since carelessness in this respect may give rise
to a doubt of the dependability of the really vital and fundamental
portions of the charts relating to navigation.

The published charts and maps of the Survey range in scale from
1:2,500 to 1:4,860,700, with by far the greater portion at scales larger
than 1:80,000. For many areas important to sea or air navigation
there may be as many as five charts of varying scales, for which
uniformity in name usage must be secured and maintained. There
are also Coast Pilots, Tide Tables and other publications dealing
with navigation which must be brought into agreement with the
charts. Finally, there are planimetric maps, topographic surveys and
maps, and hydrographic surveys on which the names must conform
to the approved usage. It is believed that the methods employed by
the Survey in meeting this problem of name correctness will be of
interest to the readers of NAMES.

The essence of the present names work of the Survey is to con-
centrate in one office a centralized and specialized control that is
available to' all of the various divisions that make use of names in
any manner. With unifO'rm and approved names immediately avail-
able for any map or mapping project, the various draftsmen need
spend no time on names investigation or selection, as was required
of them before the establishment of the present system. The Survey
is fortunate in being able to make frequent name corrections on its
various charts since other requirements necessitate periO'dic issuance
of new prints or new editions. Many other maps can be revised only
at long intervals.
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Intensified names work in the Survey began in the early 1930s, in
connection with a comprehensive program of large-scale planime~ric
maps of the coastal areas. Many regions had never been adequately
mapped so that a great many new names' found to be in local use
were recorded for the first time. At first the results of the names
investigation by the field parties were filled with the report on each
individual survey sheet. It soon became evident that such scattered
information was too difficult to locate with ease at some subsequent
time. Consequently a form was devised and adopted on which a
permanent record of all available information about the names in
any region could be easily accessible at all times.

This form is shown in the illustration. It is known as a "section
sheet," the section adopted for filing convenience being one-tenth
of a degree, or a rectangle 6 minutes of latitude by 6 minutes of
longitude. Thus, section sheet No. 4257°8 covers the area of lat.
42° 30' to 36' N., long. 70° 48' to 54' W. This 6-minute unit is used
for all of the coastal areas except Alaska. For Alaska and for the
interior of the United States a larger "section" of 30' by 30' has been
found adequate for our purpose,s. Whenever longitude exceeds 99
degrees the extra digit is dropped, so that section No. 380075 covers
the area of lat. 38°00' to 30' by longitude 107°30' to 108°.

A standard practice was adopted for entering the names in each
section according to the princi pal locations of the features, i.e. cen-
ters of bays, coves, islands, lakes, shoals or banks, and the confluences
of streams with larger streams or larger bodies of water. Only one
entry is made for a feature, regardless of its size or length. The
number of names in a section varies widely, according to the topog-
raphy and degree of human habitation. With space for twelve names
on each sheet, the number of sheets varies from one to as many as
ten or twelve. Ten ordinary filing drawers hold all of the sheets for
the entire country and its outlying possessions on the present basis
of 6-minute and 30-minute sections.

On the left-hand side of the form are entered all of the charts,
surveys (old and new), and maps of the Survey as well as the Coast
Pilots and Light Lists (the latter published by the U. S. Coast
Guard), in order to have together all of the publications used by
the navigator. On the right-hand side is shown the name usage on
all other available published maps, such as topographic quad-
rangles, Post Route Maps, State and County Highway Maps, County
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Soil Maps, oil company road maps, Rand McNally Atlas, and any
other maps of a local nature. On this form conflicts in name usage
are immediately manifest. Decisions of the Board on Geographic
Names are marked by an asterisk, and the substance of the decisions
is usually entered for future reference. Any other pertinent infor-
mation can also be recorded. In order to use this form, it is necessary
to know only the approximate latitude and longitude of any feature
under consideration, and all of the listed information about its
name may be immediately drawn from the files.

This form has n'Otbeen modified since its adoption in 1938. The
left-hand side has proved adequate in size, but it could be advan-
tageously changed on the right-hand side to permit entry of more
sources of comparison, which may number twelve or more. In addi-
tion to its many current uses, this form has proved to be very helpful
in preparing name lists or gazetteers from multiple sources. The
varying name usage can be seen at a glance for possible cross refer-
ences. Its workability was demonstrated in the preparation during
the war of a gazetteer of the Philippine Islands which contains some
45,000 names and about 2,000 cross references, taken from fourteen
sources.

The ,york on geographic names in the Survey is handled by the
Geographic Names Section of the Chart Division. Two geographers
have been enough to carryon all of the necessary activities, except
for occasional special projects. The duties of this section will be
outlined to show what it contributes to the accomplishment of the
various functi'Ons of the Survey.

Nautical Charts: The initial task was to bring into uniformity the
names appearing on all of the charts of varying scales. For several
years all new prints or new editions of these charts passed through
the section in order that name corrections might be marked on the
proofs. As a greater degree 'Ofname accuracy was reached, only a
limited number of corrections became necessary. At present, a card
index is no,v kept in the main office dealing with nautical charts,
showing the corrections that are still to be made. If no card is found
for a chart that is to undergo other changes or revision, the cartog-
rapher need pay no further attention to the matter of name correc-
tions. Nautical chart corrections now arise principally from new
decisions by the U. S. Board on Ge'Ographic Names, from informa-
tion received from the field through coast pilot investigations,
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names reports from ships or from field survey parties, letters from
regional offices,or letters written by private individuals or groups
calling attention to inaccuracies, or failure to comply with estab-
lished local usage. All reconstructed charts, enlarged new editions
and new charts are, of course, checked for name accuracy, usually
just before going to reproduction, so that possible errors in stickup
may be eliminated.

Coast Pilots: Proofs of all new editions of coast pilots, ten in num-
ber, are read for name accuracy and for conformity to the nautical
charts, with which they are used by the navigator. An important
need in this connection is to make certain that name usage is the
same throughout the text. Apart'from the principal entry for each
name, it may also be found on other widely scattered pages. Par-
ticularly in the case of names changed by a Board decision it is
essential to be sure that the· new name or new spelling is used in
every case where it appears. With a view to securing complete uni-
formity in the various tools employed by the navigator, .the U. S.
Coast Guard of the Treasury Department has cooperated with the
Survey by having the proofs of its most recent Light Lists read for
agreement with the nautical charts. '

Topographic and Planimetric Maps: The Division of Photogram-
metry makes all planimetric, topographic and shoreline maps pro-
duced by the Survey, and all of its work is ona large scale, so that
all known names in any given area are required. Since 1941 the
Division has prepared many topographic quadrangle maps of coastal
areas (published either by the Army Map Service or the Geological
Survey), often in regions where there was no previous large-scale
coverage or else the existing quadrangles or county soil maps were
old. The procedure followed for such mapping projects is for the
names section to prepare a set of preliminary name sheets, using the
best available older maps. Employing the section sheets of the
proj ect area as a source, on these name sheets are marked all known
names or name conflicts. The field parties use these preliminary
name sheets as the basis of local investigations, during which they
interview numerous local residents best qualified to supply informa-
tion about names, whether these have already been published or
are entirely new-but in well established use. Non-commercial road
signs, purely local maps, and county legal records are also used as
sources. Sometimes even cemeteries are visited in order to check on
disputed spellings of family names.
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All names, old and new, must be verified by at least three local
residents. Whenever name conflicts or varying usage are found to
exist, a larger number of local sources are consulted. All of the in-
formation thus obtained in the field is assembled in a names report
for the entire project. These reports are then processed in the Wash-
ington office, and are entered on the section sheets. Finally, a set of
fi~al name sheets containing the approved names for the entire
project is prepared, to be followed by the drafting offices in apply-
ing names to the final maps. Nearly t1vo hundred of such names
reports are now on file.

A careful field investigation in many instances brings to light the
fact that although all published maps may agree on a name, it is
still not the one in everyday local use. Another interesting discovery
is that local residents, especially along the coast of Maine, still use
or prefer some names found on the earliest surveys but replaced for
some reason by other names on current maps. The number of en-
tirely new names, not previously shown on any published map,
varies according to the adequacy of the earlier map coverage. For
exam pIe, along the northern section of the west coast of the Florida
peninsula, a sparsely settled area northward from Tarpon Springs,
the older maps had only 186 names. Of these 67, or 35%, were not
known to nor. used by the local residents. The field investigation
produced more than six hundred new names, in well established
current local use, that had never been published. Even in more
thickly settled regions many new names are brought to light. There
have also been interesting instances of the persistanceof names. In
Maryland and Delaware the first surveys were made about 1845 to
1850, and on them a number of names of minor features are shown
that have never been placed on a printed map. The field names
investigation in this region, conducted around 1941, showed that
local residents still use these same names that have been kept in
existence for a century only by word of mouth.

Aeronautical Charts: The charts used for air navigation fall into
two principal categories. The first consists of approach and landing
charts for individual airfields, covering only a limited area and
showing only the natural features close to the fields. The other
category includes large-area but small-scale charts. The continental
area of the United States is covered by 87 sectional charts (scale
1:500,000), each usually 2 degrees of latitude by 6 degrees of longi-
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tude. The United States portion of the World Aeronautical Charts
are at the standard scale of 1:1,000,000, as are also the strip flight
charts. There are also some seventeen local charts at the scale of
1:250,000 for the principal cities and the areas immediately sur-
rounding them.

All names found on these various types of aeronautical charts have
been checked on the section sheets with maps of similar scales, such
as the Post Route Maps for each state, State Highway Maps, Rand
McNally Atlas and Census Reports on Population. The main prob-
lem is to make sure that the names of inhabited places are correctly
shown, that obsolete names are not used, and that town or village
symbols and type are in agreement with the latest population
figures. Only major natural features are named on these charts.
When a conflict is found to exist the available large-scale maps are
consulted. As an indication of what still remains to be done, on the
Huntington, West Virginia, sectional chart alone were found more
than sixty instances of name variation among the limited number
of maps of approximately the same scale. Considering that the names
shown on a map at 1:5°00,000 represent only a fraction of all the
names existing in the same area, it becomes manifest that a'vast
amount of work is still to be done in order to bring about a reason-
able degree of uniformity in name usage.

Gazetteers: From time to time the Survey has compiled name lists
or gazetteers of special regions, such as the coastal areas of the Pacific
Coast and of Alaska, and the Philippine Islands. At present there
exists an unpublished gazetteer of the coastal areas of the Gulf
States, from Key West to the Rio Grande. As an example of the
result of much increased large-scale map coverage, it may be cited
that an original names list for this particular area, compiled from
maps that had been published up to the late 1930s, contained
approximately 6,000 names. The new list has more than 12,500
names.

General: Other duties of the names section include the prepara-
tion of all cases of name conflict submitted by the Survey to the
Board on Geographic Names, as well as maintaining a complete
card file of the Board's decisions; the preparation of replies to the
frequent inquiries received from the public or from other branches
of the government about geographic names, and research into all
questions of a geographic nature.
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It may well be advanced by anyone not initiated into the details of
names work that through the exercise of steady care over a period of
years all errors and conflicts can be completely eliminated, and that
ultimately the names in any group of publications ought to be as
correct as it is humanly possible to make them. Such an assumption
fails to allow for the fact that names are not static but are dynamic,
subject to constant change. The scope of work on names may change,
but there will always be need of continuous efforts to insure their
correctness. In many aspects of name work only the surface has been
scratched.

The above article was submitted by Lewis Heck, chief of Geographic Name
Section, Chart Division, U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Its publication was
approved by the Office of Public Information of the Department of Commerce.

I most certainly do agree that NAMES fills a definite gap in American culture.

-William Saroyan

Local names-whether they belong to provinces, cities, and villages, or are
the designations of rivers and mountains-are never mere arbitrary sound,
devoid of meaning. They may always be regarded as records of the past, inviting
and rewarding a careful historical interpretation.

-Isaac Taylor

Some fifteen years ago a man in Oklahoma City, believing that the commu-
nistic millennium was just around the corner, bestowed upon his son the names
Stalin Marx. In a communistic commonwealth these names would have stood
him in good stead. In our democratic society they did not help him a bit when
he confessed to nine burglaries. He was sent to the reformatory despite his
names.


